
We know good skiers when we 
see them. They seem unbothered 
by funky snow or flat light. They 
can rail on groomers, stomp over 
moguls and float through pow. 
Regardless of snow conditions or 
type of run, they seem to bring 
the right tactic to breeze down the 
hill. And worst of all, they don’t 
seem to get tired. Damn them, 
those good skiers, making the rest 
of us look so flawed and human. 
What do they have that we don’t? 
What are the underlying skills that make good skiers 
good? At the core of it lies a set of simple principles 
that define efficient, functional skiing at any level.

1. Tip The skis on edge, buT use your feeT firsT
Nothing beats the powerful sensation of ripping 

through a carved turn. The sidecut of every ski is designed 
to produce an arc on the snow when the ski is tipped on 
edge. Thus, a turn can be made by simply putting the ski 
on edge riding the arc all the way around the turn. Fun 
indeed, but easier to execute when you let your feet and 
legs do the majority of the tipping, rather than hucking 
your whole body into the turn. 

Try this: on a groomed green run, tilt the skis on their 
edges by using nothing more than your feet. Press into 
the snow with your little toe on one foot and your big 
toe on the other foot. Feel the connection between the 
edges of your feet, the edges of your skis, and the snow. 
This simple, subtle move is the basis of sound edging skills. 
After all, the skis are connected to your feet, are they not? 
So moving your feet is the most efficient way to move the 
skis. This approach also keeps your body tall and balanced, 
allowing you to focus on staying centered and moving 
with your skis all the way through the turn.

Avoid leaning way into the turn. That would be a case of 
tipping the skis with your entire body, which is inefficient 
and unbalanced, and you’ll find it difficult to get gracefully 
out of that over-committed position at the end of the turn.

2. Turn your legs under a sTable upper body 
You knew I was going to say this one, right? It’s one of the 
most well-worn concepts in skiing. But note how I didn’t 
say, “keep your upper body facing down the hill.” First of 
all, I can’t use that phrase anymore, after seeing dozens of 
well-intentioned husbands/fathers barking that command 
at their wives/kids, it makes me cringe. But think of it 
another way. Think of your legs and skis turning back and 
forth, getting their job done 
while your core stays nice and 
tight. We know you’ve got six-
pack abs hidden somewhere 
beneath your down sweater, 
right? So use your strong core 
to keep everything collected 
and balanced. Then, let your 
legs do the work. 

This is especially helpful 
when skiing off-groomed. 
Sometimes our whole body 
comes unwound such that 
we end up pointing slightly up the hill by the end of the 
turn. Phew, that means we have a really long way to go if 
we are to move down the hill to start the next turn. So try 
this: before you begin a set of turns, tighten your abs as if 
you were doing an abdominal crunch. Ski away with that 
tension in your core, and steer your legs and skis while 
keeping the rest of your body out of the equation. Also, be 
mindful of your inside hand and don’t let it drop behind 
you. When executed correctly, this tactic will help you feel 
ready for the next turn, no matter what the conditions. 

3. balance over The ouTside ski 
Physics-wise, the force of traveling around a turn will 

pull you to the outside of the turn. Conveniently, that’s 
just where you 
want to be. Thus, 
the outside ski 
carries the majority 
of your weight, 
with an important 
exception being 
in deep snow 
where it’s better to 
pressure both skis 
evenly.  But in any 
case, your outside 
leg becomes the structural element of your whole body. 
Ideally, your body stacks up over that outside ski, result-
ing in level hips, level hands and level shoulders. This is a 
rock-solid position that allows you to withstand just about 
any turn. 

By contrast, a common mistake is to lean in toward the 
hill. This removes weight from the outside ski, which leaves 
you with in a washed-out turn. As the inside hand drops 

toward the snow, it pulls the hips and shoulders with it, and 
all that structural integrity disappears. Try this: start each 
turn by shifting your weight to the new outside ski and then 
deliberately standing on that leg. This will set you up for a 
strong turn right from the very beginning. As momentum 
builds through the turn, keep pushing on that outside ski. 
The faster the turn, the harder you’ll push. Strive to feel the 
power and balance that comes from that position.

4. sTand in The middle of The ski 
Do you ever feel your weight rocking back to the tails of 

your skis? Welcome to the club. Everybody does. But have 
you taken up permanent residence in the back seat? Well, 
then it’s time for a change of address. 

Concepts 1-3 only work if you are standing in the middle 
of the ski. All the tipping, steering, absorbing, carving and 
every other ski move you’ve heard of will only work if you 
are in a balanced position to start with. By far, the most 
common mistake in skiing is getting too far back. It happens 
to everyone. Everyone, period. But the key is to recognize 
it when it happens and to fight like crazy to avoid staying 
there. There are a million ways to remind yourself to stay 
forward. Should you ever need some new strategies, just lis-
ten to any ski lesson, anywhere: “Keep your hands forward!” 
“Press your shins to the front of your ski boots!” “Stand up 
tall!”  “For the love of God, get out of the back seat already!” 
(This example being from my ski lessons, clearly).

Well, if those endearing phrases haven’t cured your 
back seat habit, then think of it another way. Stand in the 
middle of the ski. As the ski moves, strive to keep up with 
it. It goes through compressions, over bumps, through 
a crud pile and across ice. In each of those cases the ski 
might speed up or slow down. Stay with it! Be proactive, 
anticipate what the ski is going to do and go there with 
your body. The middle of the ski is a moving target and 
you need to move right along with it. Of all the skiing skills, 
balance is the most dynamic. To stay in balance requires 
constant movement and adjustment. 

Want a quick evaluation of your balance? Hop off the 
snow. It’s nearly impossible to jump from an unbalanced 
position. If you can hop in between each turn, you’re on 
your way to functional balance. But I won’t lie, achieving 
a balanced stance is hard, and this is why coaches have 
dozens of tactics to help improve balance. But of all the 
fundamentals, this is the key. If you want to be a better 
skier, chances are this is the place to start. 

OK, now get out there and rip through that spring snow. 
Don’t let the variable conditions get the best of you — 
keep your fundamentals solid and think about these keys 
to good skiing. See you out there! t

Karin Kirk is a Bridger Bowl ski instructor, Ridge guide and 
staff trainer who, for the love of God, tries to stay out of the 
back seat. She can be reached at karin@kirkframeworks.com.
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Today’s weather brings the kind of day that seems like an overwrought Photoshop 
job. An impossibly blue sky and painfully bright snow contrast with stark black lava 
fields. Receding below us are dense forests and the broad expanse of Lago Llanquihue; 
as we climb higher, neighboring volcanoes emerge on the horizon. 

The first few hours pass easily. We skin up the slopes grinning to ourselves and 
feeling like the luckiest people on Earth. As we climb higher, the snow turns harder 
and the ascent more challenging. We can’t just casually stride up anymore, and thus 
begins the educational portion of the day. Reliable kick turns, efficient skinning and 
the use of ski crampons are all part of the day’s skills. We continue up, making good 
progress but with considerably more effort. Maybe 30 minutes of climbing pass until 
the snow becomes ice. It’s beautiful, with a faceted, glassy effect. But prettiness aside, 
it’s not particularly pleasant going and we gain an appreciation for ski crampons and 
the secure grip they afford.

As the snow gets increasingly difficult to penetrate even with crampons, Donny 
flirts with the icy surface for a few more steps, looks around, thinks for a moment, 
and reaches a decision that this is as high as we’ll go today. After all, this is just the 
warm-up day and there is no pressure to do anything other than get a taste for what 
the week holds. So it’s time to take off the skins, ski over to another aspect and head 
down.

The place where we switch from ascent to descent is a little awkward, made even 
more so by the firm snow. We’re deliberate and careful as we go through the transi-
tion. But still, there is no mistaking the satisfying feeling of locking into downhill 
mode, cinching up the backpack straps, and casting those first, strategic glances down 
the hill instead of up it. The first turns are on lumpy, chattery ice. But here we are on 
the flank of a volcano, so even crappy turns are novel and fun. And in those initial 
moments, a certain sense of energy radiates out from the ski edges. Perhaps I’ve never 
been more psyched for a ski run in my entire life. 

DONNY rOTH

Evening light illuminates 
the final pitch as the group 
wraps up an amazing day 
on Osorno.
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Guide Donny Roth points out the route up Mocho-Choshuenco

By Karin KirK

all the right moves 
Four fundamental principles that define good skiing technique
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